Has the United States of America lost its corporate mind – or its spirit – or both? Is this even close to our Founding Fathers’ vision of liberty:

- Single mothers give birth to more than 40% of newborn Americans.
- An insurance agent in Texas, who hates ObamaCare, will earn nearly $100,000 in commissions from it in the first year.
- Mazilla forces its CEO to resign because he supports traditional marriage.
- A Minnesota legislator wants government to set prices for medical care.
- Taxpayers subsidize battery-powered cars for elite owners.
- Millionaires qualify for Medicaid.

A nation born and bred on Christian principles has discarded them, and now we reap the whirlwind. The politics of pseudo-science and managed economics sets the new rules. Its proponents have discarded the absolutes so necessary to liberty.

Dave Racer is one of the most highly-informed experts on the American healthcare system. He’s also a writer, teacher, and speaker on constitutional and declarational issues and principles. Dave will weave these seemingly disparate studies together and show you how ObamaCare might be the most successful attack on liberty ever perpetuated on the American people.

Some say God has turned His back on the United States because we have turned our back on Him. Is America finished? What can liberty-lovers do to save the USA?

Learn more about Dave Racer at daverracer.com and his books at Alethospress.com

6:30 PM - May 8, 2014
Kilkarney Hills Golf Course - River Falls, WI

Hosted by the Wisconsin Constitutional Prayer & Action Group
For more information contact jvmagner@baldwin-telecom.net